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What is the Southwest Triangle Megapolitan Cluster? 

 

In a 2011 book—Megapolitan America (APA Press)—Arthur C. Nelson and Robert E. Lang developed a spatial 

model for a Southwest Triangle of proximate large-scale “megapolitan areas.”   The region contains three big 

metropolitan concentrations: Southern California from Los Angeles to San Diego, the Arizona Sun Corridor 

(Phoenix and Tucson) and Southern Nevada (including northwest Arizona).  The Southwest Triangle is now the 

second largest concentration of urban population in the U.S. after the Northeastern Seaboard from Boston to 

Washington, DC.  Nelson and Lang also compare the Southwest Triangle to the Texas Triangle (Dallas, 

Houston and San Antonio), arguing that the two regions share similar opportunities in global trade and 

exchanges of workforce within advanced industries 

 

 
 

Clustered megapolitan areas are the key urban spaces where the U.S. integrates into the global economy.  These 

regions contain all of the major ports, air links, and most of the nation’s major corporate headquarters, tech 
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hubs, and R&D capacity.  These regions maintain large-scale logistics and supply chain networks.  In addition 

to dense business linkages, the regions also exchange workers and services.  For example, a significant share of 

Southern Nevada’s heath care need is met in Southern California.  Southern California and the Sun Corridor 

also provide advanced industry labor directly to Las Vegas; this includes skilled labor in sectors such as 

manufacturing and information technology.   

 

What is Advanced Industry? 

 

The Brookings Institution defines advanced industries as those that: 1) spend at least $450 per worker per year 

on “Research and Development”, and 2) employ at least 20 percent of their workforce in “STEM (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and math)-intensive” occupations. The definition identifies 50 four-digit NAICS 

(North American Industrial Classification System) industries across the manufacturing, energy, and service 

sectors that together constitute the Brookings advanced industries super sector.   

Below are the specific sectors: 

 

 
 

How large is the Southwest Triangle’s Advanced Industry employment? 

 

Looking at the following metropolitan areas in California (Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Diego), Arizona 

(Phoenix and Tucson) and Nevada (Las Vegas) there are total of 970,720 advanced industry workers. At nearly 

1 million employed, the Southwest Triangle constitutes the third largest concentration of advanced industry 

workforce following the Northeast (Megalopolis), and Great Lakes and just ahead of the Texas Triangle.  Las 

Vegas is positioned nearly equidistant to advanced industry labor pools in both Southern California and the Sun 
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Corridor.  Both megapolitan areas lie within 200-350 miles of Las Vegas depending on the submarket, with 

Riverside and Los Angeles being the closest and Tucson and San Diego the farthest from Las Vegas.  

 

Metropolitan Area Advanced Industry Jobs 

Las Vegas, NV 30,810 

Los Angeles, CA 512,890 

Phoenix, AZ 152,920 

Riverside, CA 63,690 

Tucson, AZ 34,130 

San Diego, CA 176,280 
 

 

What are the leading Southwest Triangle Advanced Industry Sectors? 

 

A remarkably diverse number of advanced industries lie in the Southwest Triangle.  The region is a major 

center for “Aircraft Products and Parts” in Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Tucson.  The Southwest Triangle also 

maintains tens of thousands of jobs in diverse electronics industries such as in manufacturing semiconductors—

especially in Phoenix.  Another leading manufacturing sector falls under “Misc. Manufacturing”—in fact most 

of the Southwest Triangle—including Las Vegas—is well overrepresented in this sector.  Misc. manufacturing 

includes a diverse array of technology driven industries from entertainment in Los Angeles to gaming 

equipment in Las Vegas.  Finally, the Southwest Triangle contains several medical-focused sectors that range 

from equipment “Medical Equipment and Supplies” in Los Angeles, to medical R&D in San Diego, and 

“Medical and Diagnostic Laboratories” in Las Vegas. 

 

Many advanced industry skills are translatable from metro-to-metro and sector-to-sector.  The Brookings 

Institution is tracking workforce mobility with the Southwest Triangle.  The preliminary analysis shows a high 

exchange of jobs and skills among the metropolitan areas in the region.  This is not an uncommon situation.  For 

example, energy workers throughout the Texas Triangle often move between metros and job types.  The same is 

true in manufacturing sectors in the Great Lakes megapolitan cluster in the Midwest and sectors such as 

management consulting and pharmaceuticals in the Northeast Megalopolis.   

 

Implications for Las Vegas 

 

Any consideration of advanced industry workforce availability in Las Vegas should by extension include an 

estimation of skilled labor in Southern California and the Sun Corridor.  In fact, it is hard it imagine how 

emerging sectors in Las Vegas such as “Data Processing and Hosting” would be successful without the 

importation of workers from California and Arizona. It is reasonable to conclude that any start-up advanced 

industry in Las Vegas will draw upon the skilled labor pools in the rest of the Southwest Triangle.  One clear 

competitive advantage that Las Vegas maintains is proximity to hundreds of thousands advanced industry 

workers and a proven market attractiveness for the relocation of skilled labor to Southern Nevada.  Las Vegas 

also has the capacity to train skilled workers in advanced industries that become established in the region and 

need a pipeline to expand or replace employees.  
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